Effects of hindbrain melanin-concentrating hormone and neuropeptide Y administration on licking for water, saccharin, and sucrose solutions
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Baird J-P, Rios C, Loveland JL, Beck J, Tran A, Mahoney CE. Effects of hindbrain melanin-concentrating hormone and neuropeptide Y administration on licking for water, saccharin, and sucrose solutions. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 294: R329–R343, 2008. First published November 7, 2007; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00611.2006.—Melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) and neuropeptide Y (NPY) are orexigenic peptides found in hypothalamic neurons that project throughout the forebrain and hindbrain. The effects of fourth ventricle (4V) infusions of NPY (5 μg) and MCH (5 μg) on licking for water, 4 mM saccharin, and sucrose (0.1 and 1.0 M) solutions were compared to identify the contributions of each peptide to hindbrain-stimulated feeding. NPY increased mean meal size only for the sucrose solutions, suggesting that caloric feedback or taste quality is pertinent to the orexigenic effect; MCH infusions under identical testing conditions failed to produce increases for any taste. A second experiment also observed no licking effects after MCH doses up to 15 μg, supporting the conclusion that MCH-induced orexigenic responses require forebrain stimulation. A third experiment compared the 4V NPY results with those obtained after NPY infusions (5 μg) into the third ventricle (3V). In contrast to the effects observed after the 3V NPY injections and previously reported forebrain intracerebroventricular (ICV) NPY infusion studies, 4V NPY failed to increase meal frequency for any taste solution or ingestion rate in the early phases of the sucrose meals. Overall, 4V NPY responses were limited to intrameal behavioral processes, whereas forebrain ICV NPY stimulation elicited both consummatory and appetitive responses. The dissociation between MCH and NPY effects observed for 4V injections is consistent with reports that forebrain ICV injections of MCH and NPY produced nearly dichotomous effects on the pattern of licking microstructure, and, collectively, the results indicate that the two peptides have separate sites of feeding action in the brain.

MELANIN-CONCENTRATING HORMONE (MCH) and neuropeptide Y (NPY) are orexigenic neuropeptides implicated in hypothalamic signaling cascades that modulate ingestive behavior and metabolism (62). Intracerebroventricular (ICV) and hypothalamic arcuate (ARC), dorsomedial, or paraventricular nucleus injections of either peptide have been shown to reliably increase food and/or water intake (1, 7, 9, 17–19, 31, 39, 48–51, 54, 55, 58, 59, 61). MCH-synthesizing neurons are limited to lateral hypothalamic and zona incerta regions (perifornical and juxtacapsular zones), although they project extensively throughout the brain (15, 37, 45, 60, 79, 82, 83, 85) and are considered potentially important in the downstream mediation of hypothalamic influences on feeding and metabolism (19, 59, 62, 66, 85). MCH neurons are sensitive to direct input by the NPY and proopiomelanocortin synthesizing neurons of the ARC, which, in turn, are responsive to ghrelin and leptin, hormones that influence metabolism, food intake, and body weight (40, 56, 66). Unlike MCH, extrahypothalamic NPY-synthesizing neurons have also been identified in caudal brain stem sites associated with feeding and autonomic processes (63, 84). Numerous brain sites exhibit dense staining for NPY receptors implicated in feeding, including Y1 receptor mRNA in the dorsal, lateral, and medial regions of the hindbrain nucleus of the solitary tract (NST) (16, 43, 46, 80). It is, therefore, not surprising that brain stem delivery of NPY and related NPY receptor compounds stimulate food intake with an efficacy equal to that observed for comparable doses used in hypothalamic or forebrain ICV NPY infusion studies (20, 21).

To date, a majority of the research concerning central neuropeptidergic feeding influences has been limited to analyses of the consumption of relatively rapid animal chow across large time frames (e.g., 2–4 h), parameters that neither distinguish treatment effects across taste and caloric dimensions, nor explore potential treatment influences on individual meals. Licking microstructure analyses provide advantages for the study of ingestive behavior: detailed analyses of the temporal dynamics of spout licking can be performed for a range of tastants that may be systematically varied in chemosensory and/or caloric properties across tests. Such evaluations also permit assessment of the relative contributions of orosensory and inhibitory postigestive feedback signals that conjointly influence the size of a given meal (7, 9, 24, 25, 73).

Recently, we characterized the effects of NPY and MCH delivery to the third ventricle (3V) on intake and licking microstructure (described below) for a range of taste solutions (water, saccharin, and sucrose solutions) that varied in palatability and caloric content (7, 9). If the MCH system at least partially mediates the influences of NPY, one may hypothesize that the patterns of licking responses to these two hyperphagic compounds would share some similarities, but this does not appear to be the case. While 3V or lateral ventricle (LV) applications of either NPY or MCH increase intake for many tastants, the behavioral underpinnings of these effects appear distinct. First, the intake increases produced by each peptide varies by the type of solution offered. NPY has been reported to increase meal size for caloric solutions and solid foods, but not for water or preferred noncaloric saccharin solutions (7, 21, 48); MCH, on the other hand, increases consumption of water and a variety of saccharin, sucrose, and ethanol solutions (19, 31, 33, 47, 61). Second, coadministration of small ICV doses of forebrain NPY and MCH produced no synergistic effect on chow intake (58). Third, whereas NPY treatments increased
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both meal size and meal frequency (30, 48, 51), MCH treatment failed to affect meal frequency in two of three studies (7, 47, 53). In addition, whereas intake was increased for the same type of solution (sucrose), the effects of each peptide on the licking patterns were dramatically different (7, 9). The analysis of 3V MCH and NPY injection responses indicated that NPY increased the number of licking bursts and it prolonged consumption time for sucrose but not water or saccharin solutions, whereas MCH increased intake for water and sucrose solutions through increases in early meal ingestion rate and mean burst lick size, with no effect on the number of licking bursts or the meal duration. Overall, the results suggested that NPY produced a diminution of inhibitory gut feedback, while MCH enhanced measures more commonly associated with gustatory evaluation (7, 9). Finally, while fourth ventricle (4V) infusions of NPY robustly increase chow intake, the only study to date to evaluate 4V infusions of MCH reported no increase in either chow or water consumption (85).

In the present study, the aims were twofold. First, we evaluated whether the behavioral processes underlying the previously documented orexigenic effects of forebrain MCH and NPY infusions were qualitatively and/or quantitatively different when MCH and NPY infusions were restricted to the hindbrain. We explicitly compared the 4V NPY results with the effects obtained after comparable 4V MCH treatment using testing conditions that were not only identical between drug groups, but also closely matched to those used in our laboratory’s previously published forebrain ICV NPY and MCH studies (7, 9). Although 4V MCH infusions were recently reported to produce no effect on 1- to 2-h chow or water intake (85), a microstructural analysis of licking responses for a variety of tastants may be ideally suited to unearth potentially more subtle effects of hindbrain MCH stimulation on feeding within a meal. Second, we further examined the differences between responses to forebrain vs. hindbrain ICV NPY infusions through a comparison of the 4V NPY infusion responses to sucrose solutions with those obtained after 3V NPY infusion under otherwise identical testing conditions. Differences in the results obtained can be used to clarify the relative contributions of forebrain and hindbrain NPY-sensitive sites to ICV NPY-induced hyperphagia for taste solutions.

METHODS

Animals

Adult albino male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River, Wilmington, MA) weighing 367–423 g on the first day of the experiment were used. Rats were maintained individually in plastic tubs (48 × 25 × 15 cm) with wire lids on a 12:12-h light-dark schedule in a temperature-controlled room. Food (Purina rat chow 5001, Lab Diets, St. Louis, MO) and tap water were available ad libitum in the home cage, except where noted below. Rats were tested at the same time each day, between 6 and 8 h after lights on (0700), in a separate test cage.

Surgery

Rats were anesthetized (intraperitoneally) with a mixture of ketamine HCl (66 mg/kg) and xylazine HCl (6 mg/kg). A 22-g guide cannula (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) was stereotaxically implanted into either the 3V (coordinates relative to bregma: anteroposterior: −2.3 mm, mediolateral: 0 mm, dorsoventral: −7.5 mm from brain surface) or 4V (coordinates relative to lambda: anteroposterior: −2.5 mm, mediolateral: 0 mm, dorsoventral: −6.8 mm from brain surface), and fastened with dental acrylic and skull screws. The 28-g injection cannula extended 1 mm below the tip of the guide cannula, and an obturator cut flush to the guide tip was maintained in the guide cannula at all other times. After surgical recovery, correct placement for 3V cannulas was confirmed in 14 of 16 rats, as indicated by a minimum of 5-ml water consumption within 30 min of a 50 ng/5 μl cannula injection of angiotensin II (7, 9). Four rats in the 3V group died before experiment completion, and one did not exhibit habituation. Correct placements for rats fitted with 4V cannulas were confirmed by an increase in blood glucose after a cannula infusion of the antimitabolite, 5-thio-D-glucose (120 μg/2 μl; 2 μl/min; see Ref. 57). Tail blood was collected every 10 min beginning 20 min before the 5-thio-D-glucose injection, using a commercially available glucometer and test strips. Rats that did not exhibit at least a 50% increase in blood glucose within 30 min of injection were removed from the study (n = 17/47). After behavioral experiments were concluded, cannula placements were again confirmed. India ink (5 μl via 3V and 2 μl via 4V cannulas) was injected immediately following a lethal overdose of pentobarbital sodium (100 mg/kg). Rats were then transcendally perfused with isotonic saline followed by 10% formalin. The brain was removed, bisected mid sagittally, and inspected for ventricular ink perfusion. Data for rats with no ink perfusion of either the 3V or 4V were discarded (n = 2/39). Ink was never observed to have reached the 3V or LV after a 4V infusion. All procedures were approved by the Amherst College Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Apparatus

Rats were taken from their home cages and tested in individual plastic tubs (48 × 25 × 15 cm). A drinking spout (3 mm orifice; Girton, Millville, PA) was introduced to the test chamber with the spout orifice positioned 4 cm from the floor and 0–1 mm behind a slit (8 × 28 mm) in a metal plate attached to the front of the cage. A lickometer (MS-108, DiLog Instruments, Tallahassee, FL) and PC computer were used to record licking: tongue contacts with the spout completed a circuit, which allowed the computer to record the time of each lick with 1-ms resolution. Files for each test session for each rat were saved for offline analysis.

Procedures

Experiment 1: Effects of 4V NPY or MCH on licking for a range of taste solutions. Rats were randomly divided into two groups: one scheduled to receive NPY injections and one scheduled to receive MCH injections. Groups were tested simultaneously under otherwise identical conditions. Before testing, rats were habituated in the test cage daily where they were free to ingest 0.5 M sucrose for 60 min. Habituation training continued until session intakes stabilized and exceeded 5 ml per session (2–5 sessions). For the experiment, responses to either 4V NPY or MCH paired with the vehicle control, artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA), were tested at two concentrations of sucrose (0.1 and 1.0 M), one concentration of sodium saccharin (4 mM), and distilled water. These solutions produce systematic differences in gustatory and intake responses. Water and saccharin, while noncaloric, vary in palatability. Similarly, 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions often produce distinct licking microstructure profiles, even though these differences can result in the same level of intake consumption. The 1.0 M sucrose solution generates maximal gustatory responses and is avidly consumed, resulting in a high initial rate of ingestion, larger mean lick burst sizes, and a steeper slope of decline in ingestion rate, while 0.1 M sucrose solutions generate less vigorous responses, yielding slower initial ingestion rates, smaller bursts, and a flatter slope of decline in ingestion rate (see Ref. 24 for further discussion). Recently, our laboratory also determined that 4 mM saccharin solutions produced gustatory responses stronger than those for 0.03 M sucrose, but less than those for 0.3 M sucrose, as measured by initial lick rate and mean...
burst size responses (7). Therefore, we anticipated that a 4 mM saccharin solution would produce gustatory responses similar in palatability to 0.1 M sucrose, permitting a comparison of two solutions of comparable gustatory appeal but different caloric content.

Rats were exposed to the same testant for 90 min over 5 consecutive test days, with 4V injections on days 3 and 5 of each concentration block. Two nontest days intervened each of the four 5-day concentration test blocks. The four concentration blocks and drug order with those blocks were counterbalanced with a Latin square. On drug test days, rats in the NPY group received a 5 μg/2 μl cannula injection (1 μl/min) of either human NPY (American Peptide, Sunnyvale, CA; 1.17 nM) or the vehicle, aCSF, 15 min before intake testing. Rats in the MCH group received either rat MCH (5 μg/2 μl; American Peptide, Sunnyvale, CA; 2.1 nM) or aCSF under conditions identical to the NPY group. To permit comparisons with our forebrain ICV data, these doses were identical to those used in our laboratory’s 3V infusion studies (7, 9) and by other investigators for LV, 3V, and 4V infusions (see Table 1). The 2-min infusions were made using a 10-μl Hamilton syringe in a programmable syringe pump (KD Scientific, model no. 100).

Experiment 2: 4V MCH dose-response analysis. To further evaluate the lack of MCH effects observed in experiment 1, a MCH dose-response curve was evaluated for 0.1 M sucrose consumption, the testant for which 4V NPY effects were most robust. Rats were prepared and habituated as in experiment 1. For the experiment, rats received 0.1 M sucrose for six consecutive daily trials under conditions identical to experiment 1. On days 2, 4, and 6, rats received a 4V injection of either vehicle (aCSF), or 5 μg (2.1 nM) or 15 μg (6.3 nM) of MCH in counterbalanced order before testing, using procedures identical to experiment 1. The 6 nM dose corresponded to the strongest concentration that could be dissolved in vehicle and to the largest reported MCH concentration tested for a forebrain ICV injection (61).

Experiment 3: Comparison of 3V and 4V NPY infusion effects on sucrose consumption. To evaluate the relative contributions of hindbrain vs. forebrain ICV NPY infusions on licking for taste solutions, rats in this study were fitted with 3V cannulas. Rats were habituated as in experiment 1. The study design was identical to experiment 1 with the exception that only 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions were tested, and that the dose of NPY was delivered as 5 μg/5 μl (rather than 5 μg/2 μl) into the 3V. The results were then compared with the subset of results obtained for the 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions in experiment 1 after 4V NPY infusion. This study was also designed to closely replicate our laboratory’s previous published (7) results on the effects of 3V NPY (5 μg/5 μl) infusions on sucrose solution consumption. That prior study tested responses for 0.03, 0.3, and 1.0 M sucrose solutions, while this study used 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using the same previously established analysis parameters, as follows (see Refs. 7, 9, and 74 for details). Meal analyses were limited to the first meal in the test session.

Meal size (ml) was calculated as the number of licks in the meal (first lick of the first burst to last lick of the last burst; Refs. 10, 75). The end of the meal was defined by a pause in licking greater than or equal to 10 min (74). Meal duration (min) was defined as the session time of the last lick in the meal minus the session time of the first lick in the meal. Average ingestion rate (licks/min) was calculated as the number of licks in the meal divided by meal duration. Lick volume (μl) was calculated by dividing the difference between pre- and posttest weights of the spout bottle by the total number of licks in the session.

The temporal distribution of licking was analyzed using a variety of custom-made programs (7–9). A licking burst was defined as two or more consecutive licks with no interlick interval (ILI) exceeding 1 s. Thus, pauses >1 s determined burst termination (75). Burst duration (s) was calculated by subtracting the session time of the first lick in the burst from the time of the last lick in that burst. Mean burst size (lick count) was calculated as the cumulative number of licks in all bursts in the meal divided by the number of bursts in the meal. To minimize artifact registrations due to nonlingual spout contacts, meal onset was defined as the first lick of the first burst containing at least three licks.

Table 1. ICV injection studies evaluating an orexigenic effect of NPY or MCH on nutritive fluid consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (Ref. No.)</th>
<th>Injection Site</th>
<th>NPY Dose, nM</th>
<th>MCH Dose, nM</th>
<th>Solutions Tested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ammar et al. (4)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 M sucrose (bottle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammar et al. (3)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 M sucrose (bottle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badia-Elder et al. (5)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07 M sucrose; 0.17 M ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badia-Elder et al. (6)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>1*, 2*, 5*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15 M sucrose; 0.17 M ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch et al. (49)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3, 0.6, 1.5 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch et al. (50)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sweetened condensed milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sderholm et al. (67)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slawek et al. (71)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>0.5, 1*, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03, 0.06, 0.15, 0.3 M sucrose; 0.04, 0.11, 0.22 M ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakamaki et al. (61)</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>6*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.26 M glucose and sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baird et al. (7)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03, 0.3, 0.6 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kater et al. (42)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>0.5, 1, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.015, 0.06 M sucrose; 0.22 M ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeley et al. (69)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 M sucrose (bottle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torregrosa et al. (78)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>0.5*, 1*, 2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baird et al. (9)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1, 1.0 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benoit et al. (12)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1 M sucrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan et al. (31)</td>
<td>3V</td>
<td>0.4, 2, 4*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Saccharin/ethanol (4 mM/0.22 M); sucrose/quinine (0.5 M/0.35 mM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp et al. (21)</td>
<td>4V</td>
<td>0.2, 0.4, 1*, 2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chow†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp et al. (20)</td>
<td>4V</td>
<td>0.02, 0.04, 0.2, 0.5*, 1*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chow†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. (81)</td>
<td>4V</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chow†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. (85)</td>
<td>4V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chow†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NPY, neuropeptide Y; MCH, melanin-concentrating hormone; LV, lateral ventricle; 3V, third ventricle; 4V, fourth ventricle. Intracerebroventricular doses ≥1 nM are rounded to nearest integer. *Dose at which a significant increase in intake was observed. †No prior studies have evaluated the effects of 4V NPY or MCH administration on nutritive fluid consumption. (Bottle) refers to those conditions within these studies where the solutions were ingested from a bottle spout rather than via intraoral delivery.
Latency (s) was defined as the time between placement of the rat into the test cage and meal onset. Initial lick rate was the number of licks in the first minute of the meal.

ILIs were analyzed in several ways. The average within-burst ILI (ms) was determined by averaging all ILIs within 1 s. Because 95% of all ILIs in a meal are <250 ms (in rats) and are normally distributed below this cutoff (22, 74), the average duration of ILIs <250 ms was also determined. We also evaluated the relative proportion of ILIs <250 ms as a percentage of all ILIs within bursts (ILIs < 1 s). Any significant variation in this proportion would also indicate a reciprocal variation in the proportion of ILIs ranging from 250 to 999 ms.

Pauses (s) were defined as ILIs >1 s. The mean pause duration (s) was defined as the meal duration minus the cumulative duration of bursts in the meal, divided by the number of meal pauses (number of bursts minus one). Percent pause duration (%) for the meal was the cumulative time of all pauses divided by the meal duration, multiplied by 100.

To measure licking progress over the course of the meal, the number of licks for each minute of the intake test was analyzed. Meals were also divided temporally into thirds, and the mean lick rate (licks/s converted to licks/min) and the number of bursts were calculated for each meal third (7, 9, 10, 74, 75).

Responses for each measure in experiments 1 and 3 across the 2 drug days (MCH/aCSF) for each of the two (experiment 3) or four (experiment 1) tastants were compared with two-way (drug/tastant) or three-way (drug/tastant/minute) repeated-measures ANOVAs using SPSS 11.5 software. Least significant difference pairwise comparisons and paired T-tests were used to explore significant main effects and interactions. A mixed-factors two-way ANOVA was also used to ensure comparable baseline conditions between experimental conditions.

---

Table 2. ANOVA values for licking measures across tastant concentration and drug conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>4V NPY</th>
<th>4V MCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>Tastant Conc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F(1,8)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal size</td>
<td>19.53</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals initiated</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal duration</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ingestion rate</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lick volume</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-minute lick count</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILIs &lt; 1 s, ms</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst count</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean burst size</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ILI, interlick interval. *P met the criterion for statistical significance, which was set at P ≤ 0.05.
groups (group aCSF condition × tastant) in experiment 1. For experiment 2, results for the three drug levels (vehicle, 2 nM, and 6 nM) were analyzed using a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Responses in experiment 3 included the subset of responses for the matched sucrose solutions (0.1 and 1.0 M) in the 4V NPY group tested in experiment 1, using a three-way mixed-factors ANOVA (ICV location × drug × tastant). Difference scores (NPY minus aCSF) for each rat in the 3V and 4V groups were also compared using t-tests separately for each sucrose concentration to compare the effect magnitudes of NPY-induced response increases. The criterion for a statistically significant difference was $P < 0.05$.

## RESULTS

Experiments 1 and 2: 4V NPY and MCH Effects on Licking for a Range of Taste Solutions

Whole meal measures. Consistent with previous studies (7, 9, 25, 74), meal size for both drug groups varied across tastants: meal size was smallest for water and largest for the two sucrose concentrations, as supported by a significant main effect for the tastant term in the ANOVA (Table 2). Meal size for any given tastant under control conditions was comparable across groups (Fig. 1A), as indicated by a nonsignificant between-subjects effect of group [$F(1,17) = 0.13, P = 0.72$], and the lack of a tastant × group interaction [$F(3,51) = 0.23, P = 0.87$]. For each drug group, there was also no significant difference in meal size between the vehicle condition and the preceding noninjection test day (both $P > 0.09$). As expected, NPY significantly increased meal size. The mean volume intakes under NPY were significantly greater than aCSF conditions [$F(1,8) = 13.07, P = 0.007$]. Volume intakes after NPY were as follows: water (32 ml), saccharin (7.0 ml), 0.1 M sucrose (14.8 ml), and 1.0 M sucrose (12.3 ml). NPY also increases meal size as measured by lick count, as indicated by

### Table 3. Licking measures across MCH dose conditions (0.1 M sucrose)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>0 nM aCSF</th>
<th>2 nM MCH</th>
<th>6 nM MCH</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meal size, no. licks</td>
<td>1,496±224</td>
<td>1,672±249</td>
<td>1,826±345</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal size, ml</td>
<td>8.51±1.51</td>
<td>9.68±1.55</td>
<td>10.74±1.84</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal duration, min</td>
<td>16.74±1.93</td>
<td>13.30±1.34</td>
<td>16.84±3.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ingestion rate, licks/min</td>
<td>96.36±17.04</td>
<td>127.08±11.35</td>
<td>152.15±31.49</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lick volume, μl/lick</td>
<td>5.72±0.51</td>
<td>5.68±0.21</td>
<td>6.18±0.41</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-minute lick count</td>
<td>157.00±33.03</td>
<td>195.44±39.78</td>
<td>201.89±26.99</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILIs &lt; 1 s, ms</td>
<td>149.82±1.97</td>
<td>152.45±2.06</td>
<td>151.81±2.92</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst count</td>
<td>21.56±2.73</td>
<td>28.33±4.00</td>
<td>28.67±5.62</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean burst size, licks/burst</td>
<td>71.26±7.37</td>
<td>66.96±9.46</td>
<td>71.37±10.52</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE. aCSF, artificial cerebrospinal fluid (vehicle).

![Fig. 2. A. left: mean (+SE) meal duration (min) values for aCSF- (open bars) and NPY-treated (solid bars) rats (n = 9), ingesting water, saccharin, and two concentrations of sucrose. B. left: mean number of bursts in the meal for 4V cannula-fitted rats treated with aCSF (open bars) or NPY (solid bars).](#)
a significant main effect of drug (Table 2); however, this result was only observed for the 0.1 M sucrose solution, supported by a statistically significant interaction term (Table 2) and pairwise comparisons (Fig. 1A). NPY nearly doubled meal size for the 0.1 M sucrose solution, with a smaller, marginally significant 38% increase for the 1.0 M sucrose solution. In contrast, MCH treatment failed to increase meal size by any discernable amount, as clearly indicated in Fig. 1A (right) and by nonsignificant drug and interaction terms (Table 2). Mean volume intakes after MCH were not significantly different from aCSF (Table 2). Significant drug and interaction terms (Table 2) and pairwise comparisons (Fig. 1A) indicated that this was due to increases in ILIs ranging from 250 to 999 ms. These differences are commonly attributed to missed lick contacts or brief orofacial taste reactivity movements (e.g., tongue protrusions, see Refs. 10, 22). The proportion of ILIs < 250 ms was significantly smaller for the water and saccharin concentrations compared with the sucrose solutions [NPY group: F(3,24) = 7.04, P < 0.001; comparisons: P < 0.05; MCH group: F(3,27) = 2.95, P = 0.05; comparisons: P < 0.04; see Fig. 3, bottom for examples]. Importantly, there were no significant effects of either NPY or MCH for all of the measures described above, as indicated by the lack of any significant effects for the drug terms and the interaction terms (all P > 0.26; Fig. 3).

Similar to the observations reported following forebrain infusions (7, 50, 78), NPY increased meal size through an
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Contrary to previous findings using forebrain NPY delivery (see also experiment 3), 4V NPY administration in this study failed to produce any increase in the number of meals initiated (Table 2), nor did meal initiation vary across tastant conditions (Table 2; Fig. 1B). Similarly, 4V MCH treatment produced no distinguishable effect on meal initiation frequency (Table 2; see Fig. 1B). No interaction terms were significant for either peptide group (all P > 0.24).

Meal duration varied significantly across tastant conditions in the NPY group (Table 2; Fig. 2A, left), with no significant differences in the MCH group (Table 2; Fig. 2B, right). After NPY treatment, meal duration was more than tripled for the 0.1 M sucrose solution and more than doubled for the 1.0 M sucrose solution, supported by a significant main effect of drug (Table 2). The drug \times\ tastant interaction term did not reach statistical criterion (P = 0.08). Consistent with previous reports (9, 53) for 3V MCH treatment, there was no effect of 4V MCH on any meal duration measures (Table 2; Fig. 2A, right).

In both the NPY and MCH groups, the average ingestion rate tended to vary across tastants, with the fastest rate of ingestion expressed for the 1.0 M sucrose condition. This was supported by a significant main effect for the tastant term in both groups (Table 2). As suggested by a doubling of intake but a tripling of meal duration, the average ingestion rate under NPY declined by 37% for the 0.1 M sucrose condition (data not shown). However, there was no significant main effect of drug, nor was there a significant interaction for the NPY group or the MCH group (Table 2).

There were no effects of tastant or drug on lick volume in the MCH group (Table 2). In the NPY group, however, significant differences were observed (Table 2). Further analysis indicated that this was due to some very small meals, mostly for water, which produced inaccurate overestimates of lick volume. When the analysis was restricted to meals in which rats expressed at least 100 licks for water, no significant differences were observed [drug: F(1,4) = 5.90, P = 0.08; tastant: F(3,12) = 0.92, P = 0.46; interaction: F(3,12) = 0.74, P = 0.55].

**Licking microstructure.** Rats licked \(-17%\) faster within bursts for the sucrose solutions compared with the water and saccharin solutions, as supported by a significant main effect of tastant for the NPY group (Table 2) and the MCH group (Table 2, paired comparisons: P = 0.03). However, when the analysis was limited to ILIs < 250 ms, this tastant effect was lost [NPY: F(3,24) = 0.18, P = 0.91; MCH: F(3,27) = 1.32, P = 0.29; Fig. 3, top], indicating that the difference across tastants was due to increases in ILIs ranging from 250 to 999 ms. These differences are commonly attributed to missed lick contacts or brief orofacial taste reactivity movements (e.g., tongue protrusions, see Refs. 10, 22). The proportion of ILIs < 250 ms was significantly smaller for the water and saccharin concentrations compared with the sucrose solutions [NPY group: F(3,24) = 7.04, P < 0.001; comparisons: P < 0.05; MCH group: F(3,27) = 2.95, P = 0.05; comparisons: P < 0.04; see Fig. 3, bottom for examples]. Importantly, there were no significant effects of either NPY or MCH for all of the measures described above, as indicated by the lack of any significant effects for the drug terms and the interaction terms (all P > 0.26; Fig. 3).

Similar to the observations reported following forebrain infusions (7, 50, 78), NPY increased meal size through an
increase in the number of bursts rather than the size of bursts. NPY nearly tripled the number of bursts for 0.1 M sucrose, and it increased the burst count for the 1.0 M sucrose solution by 85% (Fig. 2B, left). There was a significant main effect of the drug and the tastant terms (Table 2) and a statistically significant interaction term (Table 2). The differences in water and saccharin conditions were not statistically significant ($P > 0.22$). In contrast to NPY, MCH had no effect on mean burst count (Table 2).

As expected, the mean size of bursts varied significantly across tastants, exhibiting comparable monotonic increases under aCSF conditions in both the NPY and MCH groups when tastants were placed in the order of water, saccharin, and 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose (Table 2; Fig. 4A). However, there was no significant main effect of drug for either treatment group and no significant interaction term (Table 2). The failure of NPY to increase burst size is consistent with previous reports after forebrain ICV NPY stimulation, the failure of MCH to affect burst size observed here stands in contrast to findings noted after 3V administration (7, 9, 50, 78). This failure of MCH was also observed when bursts were expressed in terms of their mean duration (s/burst) rather than mean size [$F(1,9) = 0.00, P = 0.99$], while the monotonic increase in burst duration across tastants was conserved [$F(3,27) = 4.54, P = 0.01$; data not shown].

Consistent with the pattern observed for mean burst size, the number of licks expressed in the first minute of the meal for both the NPY and MCH groups increased linearly across tastants when they were ordered from water to 1.0 M sucrose (Fig. 4B). Accordingly, the tastant terms were robustly statistically significant (Table 2). However, as also observed for mean burst size, there were no significant differences for any of the drug conditions, and no significant interactions ($P > 0.36$).

As NPY had no effect on mean burst size, it is possible that the increase in sucrose meal duration produced by NPY was due to increases in the duration of pauses between bursts. Notably, neither NPY nor MCH had any effect on this pause measure, as indicated by the lack of significant main drug effects or interaction terms ($P > 0.43$). Similarly, no significant drug or interaction terms were observed for the percentage of pause time measures for either group ($P > 0.08$; data not shown). Therefore, the increase in meal duration was restricted to the increase in the number of bursts and their subsequent pauses.

**Ingestion rate.** Previous reports indicated that both forebrain MCH and NPY injections increased ingestion rate early in the meal, while NPY also prolonged meals at a slow but sustained rate (7, 9, 50, 78). The lack of effect of either drug on the first-minute lick count in this study suggested that neither drug increased ingestion rate early in the meal, although NPY appeared to prolong meals for the sucrose solutions (Fig. 5). Because the group curves depicted in Fig. 5 include subject attrition due to differential meal termination times (7, 9, 41), we statistically evaluated licking rate in the first 5 min of the meals for the saccharin and sucrose solutions, which were portions of the meals when all rats were actively ingesting (8, 41). This analysis also indicated that neither NPY nor MCH increased early meal ingestion rate, as there were no significant drug or drug × minute interaction terms [NPY group: drug: $F(1,8) = 0.07, P = 0.80$; interaction: $F(4,32) = 1.89, P = 0.18$; MCH group: drug: $F(1,9) = 0.99, P = 0.35$; interaction:
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![Graphs showing burst size and initial rate](http://ajpregu.physiology.org/)
Ingestion rates did, however, tend to uniformly decline over the first 5 min, as indicated by a significant minute term for both groups [NPY group: $F(4,32) = 7.24, P < 0.001$; MCH group: $F(4,36) = 15.07, P < 0.001$].

To explore the effect of each peptide on ingestion rate in later phases of the meal, meals were also temporally divided into thirds. The results support the conclusion drawn from the group curves: NPY tended to extend meals at a slow, sustained ingestion rate, particularly for the 0.1 M sucrose solution, where there was a significant drug meal third interaction [$F(2,16) = 6.85, P = 0.007$; see Fig. 6]. By comparison, MCH did not affect the ingestion rate across meal thirds ($P > 0.23$; data not shown).

Since NPY increased meal size through an increase in both burst number and meal duration, we also evaluated the distribution of burst counts across meal thirds. In this analysis, burst counts declined from the first to second meal thirds under control conditions (Fig. 7). After NPY, rats showed less decline in burst counts in later meal phases, supported by a significant main effect of drug for the 0.1 M sucrose condition [$F(1,8) = 9.31, P = 0.02$] and a significant drug $\times$ meal-third interaction for the 1.0 M sucrose condition [$F(2,16) = 3.68, P = 0.05$]. As expected, the comparable analyses for the MCH group lacked any significant differences (all $P > 0.16$).

**Experiment 3: 3V vs. 4V NPY Infusion Effects on Sucrose Consumption**

The previously reported effects of 3V NPY on licking for sucrose (7) were replicated. NPY delivered to the forebrain ventricle more than doubled meal size for both sucrose solutions, as indicated by a significant main effect of drug, with no significant drug $\times$ concentration interaction term (Fig. 8; Table 4). The increases for sucrose were mediated by statistically significant two- to threefold increases in meal duration and burst count (Fig. 9, left; Table 4). 3V NPY also significantly reduced the average ingestion rate and the mean burst size for 1.0 M sucrose, as indicated by a significant drug $\times$ concentration interaction term (Table 4), which is consistent with our laboratory’s previous findings for 1.0 vs. 0.3 and 0.03 M sucrose solutions (see Ref. 7). Also consistent with our
interaction indicated that more 1.0 M sucrose was consumed after 3V NPY \( [F(1,16) = 8.27, P = 0.01] \) than after 4V NPY (see Fig. 8). This was confirmed by separate \( t \)-tests comparing the difference scores (NPY minus aCSF) for each ICV group at each concentration. The net increase in meal size for 1.0 M sucrose after NPY was significantly greater in the 3V group compared with the difference scores for the 4V group \( [t(16) = 3.06, P = 0.007] \). No such group difference was observed for the 0.1 M sucrose solution \( [t(16) = 0.65, P = 0.52] \). This greater increase for 1.0 M sucrose consumption was mediated through greater effects of NPY on meal duration rather than on burst count (see Fig. 9). For the burst count measure, only the main drug term was statistically significant \( [F(1,16) = 9.79, P = 0.001] \); there was no significant main effect of ICV group \( [F(1,16) = 0.92, P = 0.35] \), nor were any other main or interaction terms statistically significant. In addition, \( t \)-tests comparing difference scores in the 1.0 M condition did not reach the level of statistical significance \( [t(16) = 1.91, P = 0.08] \). In contrast, there was a statistically significant main effect for the ICV group for the meal duration values \( [F(1,16) = 14.03, P < 0.02] \), in addition to a robust main drug term \( [F(1,16) = 44.78, P < 0.001] \). The drug \( \times \) group interaction term approached but did not reach statistical significance \( [F(1,16) = 4.69, P = 0.057] \), and no other interaction terms were significant. As with the meal lick count measures, \( t \)-tests comparing the drug-vehicle difference scores for each ICV group indicated that NPY more profoundly extended meal duration in the 3V group for the 1.0 M sucrose concentration \( [t(16) = 2.38, P = 0.03; \text{see also Fig. 10}] \), whereas the NPY-induced increases in meal duration for 0.1 M sucrose were comparable between 3V and 4V groups \( [t(16) = 0.46, P = 0.61] \).

**DISCUSSION**

The effects of NPY and MCH on meal feeding appear to depend on the tastant quality and the anatomical site of stim-

Fig. 6. Mean (\( \pm SE \)) licking rate (licks/min) across meal thirds for NPY- (solid symbols) and aCSF-treated (open symbols) 4V cannula-fitted rats \( (n = 9) \). Meals were temporally divided into thirds, and the mean ingestion rates (licks/min) associated with each meal third are presented for rats ingesting water, saccharin, and two sucrose solutions. The mean lick rate for each meal third is plotted at the temporal midpoint of each meal third (i.e., at 1/6th, 3/6ths, and 5/6ths of the average meal duration). Note that all meals begin at the same time, minute 1. The figure shows that, for sucrose concentrations, NPY significantly prolonged meals with a slow rate of ingestion in the final third of the meal.

The laboratory’s previous report for sucrose solutions, 3V NPY did not markedly increase the initial rate of licking, but it did significantly increase in the number of meals initiated during the intake test (Fig. 8; Table 4). Analysis of lick rate in the first 5 min of the meal indicated that 3V NPY increased the overall rate of licking in this period for the 1.0 M sucrose solution \( [F(1,8) = 6.31, P = 0.036] \), but not for the 0.1 M sucrose solution \( [F(1,8) = 0.04, P = 0.95; \text{see Fig. 10}] \).

Responses for 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions in the 3V NPY group were next compared with those for the 4V NPY group using a three-way ANOVA (drug \( \times \) ICV group \( \times \) concentration). While meal lick count was increased by NPY in both groups, a statistically significant drug \( \times \) ICV group
crease intake of either water or sucrose (Fig. 1). MCH infusion study (9), 4V MCH application failed to increase meal size, while 3V MCH infusions increased meal size for water, saccharin, and sucrose solutions (Ref. 7, 50, 78), with additional replication of those results obtained in experiment 3. Collectively, the previous studies and experiment 3 indicated that forebrain NPY infusions increased meal size and duration, with that hindbrain NPY effects may be limited to the intrameal processes that underlie the consumption of the sucrose solutions.

**Effects of NPY on Licking Microstructure**

The inspection of meal microstructure revealed additional differences regarding the effects of 3V vs. 4V NPY delivery on the pattern of ingestion within a meal. Previous meal pattern studies have reported that NPY delivered to the forebrain primarily increases meal size by prolonging meal duration (48, 51, 76). To date, three studies have evaluated intrameal licking microstructure after forebrain ICV NPY administration, and all report relatively consistent observations (7, 50, 78), with additional replication of those results obtained in experiment 3. Collectively, the previous studies and experiment 3 indicated that forebrain NPY infusions increased meal size and duration, and the number of licking bursts, and that 3V NPY reduced the rate of decay in ingestion rate for either sweetened milk or a range of sucrose solutions (0.03–1.0M).1 Two of these studies also reported that NPY increased ingestion rate early in the meal (7, 78), and experiment 3 found a similar result for the 1.0 M but not the 0.1 M sucrose solution. In the present study, a 4V NPY infusion reproduced the majority of these intrameal effects, with some noted exceptions. As with forebrain injections, 4V NPY increased meal burst count and the meal duration, but the previously reported increases in initial and/or early-meal ingestion rate after forebrain infusions were not observed. There was no effect of 4V NPY on ingestion rate through the first 5 min of the meal for any solution tested (e.g., Fig. 10, also cf. Fig. 5 with Fig. 5 in Ref. 7 or Fig. 2 in Ref. 78), and it is unlikely that this failure was due to a ceiling effect, since the initial rate of ingestion for both sucrose solutions tended to decline after 4V NPY infusions (see Figs. 5 and 10).

It is possible that the absence of a 4V NPY effect on early-meal ingestion rate represents a failure of 4V NPY to stimulate one or more anticipatory or appetitive processes that are evoked for palatable solutions after forebrain NPY stimulation. For example, food deprivation has been shown to increase the initial rate of ingestion for various sucrose solution concentrations (25, 74), and both forebrain NPY and food deprivation increase willingness to work for food, as indicated by an increase in break point on a progressive ratio schedule (39). However, as noted, the initial rate of ingestion also covaries with orosensory properties of tastants (e.g., Fig. 4B; 1 The analysis of Ref. 50 reported the number and length of consecutive 10-s periods in which one or more licks occurred. This approach is analogous to a burst analysis using a 10-s pause criterion (see Ref. 74).

However, while both forebrain and hindbrain NPY treatments increased meal size, the effects were distinct in other respects. Several investigators have reported that forebrain NPY treatment increases appetitive behaviors, such as exploration, spout approaches, and meal frequency, in addition to meal size or hourly food consumption (4, 7, 30, 48, 51, 72; note Refs. 4, 7, 76 for some exceptions). These effects of forebrain NPY treatment contrast with the report that 4V NPY infusions do not increase exploratory behavior (21). In this study, we replicated these findings, as 3V NPY significantly increased meal frequency, while 4V NPY did not (Fig. 8B). The present results contribute to a growing body of evidence that suggests that hindbrain NPY effects may be limited to the intrameal processes that underlie the consumption of the sucrose solutions.

---

**Fig. 8.** A: mean (+SE) meal size (licks) values for aCSF- (open bars) and NPY-treated (solid bars) rats fitted with either third ventricle (3V) (n = 9) or 4V (n = 9) cannulas that ingested 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose solutions. B: mean (+SE) number of meals initiated during the 90-min test period for rats fitted with either 3V (n = 9) or 4V (n = 9) cannulas that were treated with aCSF (open bars) or NPY (solid bars).
Table 4. Licking measures for sucrose solutions after forebrain (3V) NPY infusions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>0.1 M Sucrose</th>
<th>1.0 M Sucrose</th>
<th>ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aCSF</td>
<td>NPY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals initiated, no.</td>
<td>2.33±0.44</td>
<td>3.22±0.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal lick count, no.</td>
<td>1.408±0.29</td>
<td>2.772±0.457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal size, ml</td>
<td>6.67±1.25</td>
<td>12.23±2.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meal duration, min</td>
<td>26.74±4.45</td>
<td>55.86±9.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ingestion rate, licks/min</td>
<td>56.95±8.71</td>
<td>55.21±8.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lick volume, µl</td>
<td>4.75±0.17</td>
<td>4.36±0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-minute lick rate</td>
<td>141.56±39.21</td>
<td>103.44±23.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency, s</td>
<td>116.21±78.02</td>
<td>36.28±12.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst count, no.</td>
<td>28.11±4.64</td>
<td>72.11±14.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean burst size, no. licks</td>
<td>46.72±8.52</td>
<td>48.32±9.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pause duration, s</td>
<td>50.40±9.66</td>
<td>44.67±3.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE. 0.1 and 1.0 M sucrose are the tastants. aCSF and NPY are the drug conditions. *P met the criterion for statistical significance, which was set at P ≤ 0.05.

Previous studies have noted that forebrain ICV NPY delivery produces a two-part effect on lick rate such that ingestion rate early in the meal is increased (7, 50, 78), and the meal is prolonged with a slower ingestion rate in later phases (7, 78). Similar results were observed in experiment 3, where meal duration was prolonged for both sucrose solutions, while early-meal ingestion rate was increased for the 1.0 M sucrose solution but not for the 0.1 M sucrose solution. After 4V NPY injections (see Figs. 5–7), no ingestion rate increases in early phases of the meal were observed for any taste solution, but the later phase effects were reproduced. As ingestion rate declined and control meals ended, both 3V and 4V NPY meals continued at a slow, sustained pace (Fig. 10). The present results appear to support our laboratory’s previous speculation that NPY stimulation influences ingestion rate through at least two separable processes (7), as early- and late-meal ingestion rate effects appeared to be dissociated, depending on the site of NPY stimulation and type of solution consumed.

The lack of 4V NPY influences on early-meal ingestion rate may have partially contributed to the more modest increases in consumption relative to forebrain NPY injections. Compared with 4V NPY conditions, 3V NPY induced a significantly greater meal size increase (roughly doubled) for the 1.0 M sucrose solution in experiment 3, an effect size that was consistent with our laboratory’s previous 3V NPY injection study (Ref. 7; see also Fig. 8). A comparison of 3V and 4V NPY meal microstructure measures showed that increases in the meal duration after 3V NPY were also commensurately greater than those after 4V NPY, whereas burst count increases were, on average, greater but not significantly more so after the 3V vs. the 4V NPY infusions (Fig. 9). These results suggest that forebrain NPY-stimulated sites also likely contributed to processes that prolonged individual meals.

The present findings correspond with the hypothesis that ICV NPY reduces the gain of inhibitory postigestive feedback. 4V NPY effects were limited to measures of licking microstructure that are commonly associated with gastrointestinal manipulations, namely later meal ingestion rate, meal duration, and burst count (see Refs. 22, 23, 26–29, 32, 65), and the effects were also specific to caloric taste solutions. In support, NPY has also been reported to suppress electrophysiological gastric distension re-
responses in the NST (64), and alter myoelectrical activity in the small intestine and proximal stomach after delivery to the forebrain (33, 77), and induce gastric relaxation after a 4V injection (44). Nevertheless, a recent report indicated that 3V NPY treatment increased ingestion in sham-feeding rats, a behavioral preparation in which postingestive feedback during feeding is removed by diverting ingesta through an open gastric fistula (78). Those results indicate that postingestive feedback modulation is not necessary to mediate intake increases after 3V NPY injection. However, the sham-feeding results are not inconsistent with the observed appetitive behavioral effects that are also observed after forebrain NPY treatment, including increases in meal frequency and exploratory behavior, including spout approaches (7, 30, 48, 51). Furthermore, NPY effects on consumption are clearly influenced by orosensory factors. NPY has little effect on the meal size for water (Ref. 7 and Fig. 1A) or consumption of caloric, but less preferred, corn starch (35). Furthermore, NPY produces a conditioned preference for sweetened, but not for unsweetened, Kool-Aid solutions (49, 70). Interestingly, neither forebrain nor hindbrain ICV NPY treatments increased meal size for the noncaloric tastant saccharin, although an increase in saccharin intake over 2- to 4-h periods in which multiple meals could be expressed has been reported (7, 33, 49). Saccharin was preferred over water in this study and in our laboratory’s previous study, over 0.03 M sucrose, suggesting that the effects of NPY on meal size also covary with the postingestive cues provided by ingesta (Ref. 7, and this study)2 or possibly differences in taste quality between saccharin and sucrose. Although NPY meal size effects may be limited to tastants that are preferred and caloric, it does not appear that NPY modulates gustatory hedonic evaluation per se, as NPY has little effect on ingestive oromotor responses (taste reactivity) to brief intraoral infusions of water or sucrose solutions (11, 14, 67). Furthermore, the increases in initial ingestion rate after 3V NPY treatment (where observed) were not accompanied by increases in the mean size of licking bursts (7, 50, 78): these two measures normally vary in tandem when rats are offered tastants of increasing palatability (e.g., Fig. 4) or those that are naturally or conditioned to be aversive (7, 9, 10, 25, 74, 75).

**Effects of MCH on Licking Microstructure**

Previous reports indicate that forebrain ICV NPY and MCH treatments produce distinct effects on feeding: MCH has been reported to increase meal size for water, sucrose, saccharin/ethanol, and sucrose/quinine HCl mixtures, whereas NPY was shown to increase both meal size and frequency, but the meal size effects were limited to caloric sucrose solutions (7, 9, 31, 50, 61). Furthermore, 3V MCH affected licking measures associated with gustatory evaluation, whereas NPY affected measures more commonly associated with postingestive feedback. Namely, where NPY produced either an absent or suppressive effect on the mean size of licking bursts, 3V MCH treatment (where observed) significantly increased burst length, first-minute lick count, ingestion rate in the first 5 min, and, in a separate experiment, brief-access licking for water and sucrose, but not aversive quinine HCl concentrations (9). Finally, 3V NPY greatly increased the number of bursts (as much as fourfold) in the mean and significantly extended meal duration (experiment 3; Refs. 7, 50, 78), whereas 3V MCH treatment produced no such results (9). These data are also strongly consistent with the recent report that forebrain ICV NPY (0.5 nM) and orexin-A (3 nM)
modulated proximal gastric motor responses, but forebrain ICV MCH (3 nM) infusions produced no such effect under the same conditions (33).

The effects of 4V MCH also contrasted with the reported effects of forebrain application of MCH. There was no effect of any concentration of MCH on meal size, initial ingestion rate, or the mean burst size (Refs. 9, 53, 61). Indeed, there was no effect trend after 4V MCH for any of the measures in this study, as indicated in Tables 2 and 3, Figs. 1, 2, and 4, and by the very low F values (many <1) for the majority of statistical comparisons. This lack of MCH effect is interesting, given that the licking microstructure analysis is ideally suited to detect subtle effects of a treatment on licking behavior, influences that might not necessarily impact composite measures such as meal size or hourly consumption (see Refs. 23, 85). Moreover, under control conditions, clear and consistent monotonic increases in the initial rate of ingestion and the mean burst size were obtained across taste solutions (Fig. 4), providing an ideal baseline response curve against which any potential gustatory effects of hindbrain MCH could be observed. Finally, the significant effects of 4V NPY obtained under identical testing conditions may be considered a positive control condition that rules out procedure or apparatus artifacts. We conclude, therefore, that the reported effects of MCH on gustatory hedonic responses and on feeding require direct forebrain stimulation by MCH.

Sites of NPY and MCH Action

The present results strongly support the conclusion that ventricular injections of NPY and MCH have separate sites of action. The results support and strengthen the conclusions of previous behavioral analyses, which indicated divergent effects of the two peptides on ingestive microstructure after forebrain ventricle delivery (discussed above). These data also support a growing body of literature that shows that feeding is controlled by multiple systems distributed throughout the forebrain and hindbrain (e.g., Refs. 36, 68). For example, hypothalamic NPY systems are not essential for the mediation of exogenous NPY-induced feeding, as NPY-related lesions of the ARC, paraventricular nucleus, or basal hypothalamus fail to prevent either hyperphagic responses to ICV NPY (2, 17, 52, 54) or the attainment of normal levels of food intake, body weight, and adiposity in adulthood (13, 38).

It has been noted that 4V infusions favor stimulation of hindbrain sites without forebrain stimulation, as the caudal flow of cerebrospinal fluid minimizes back-diffusion of infusates. Consequently, forebrain ICV infusions of angiotensin II are potently dopisogenic, but comparable 4V infusions are without effect (20). 4V ink injections do not stain forebrain ventricles (see METHODS and Ref. 85), and the failure of 4V MCH (up to 6 nM) to influence any measures of licking in this study may be considered further evidence.

The failure of a range of MCH concentrations to influence any measures of licking after 4V infusions in this study is somewhat surprising, as there are extensive MCH-immunoreactive processes throughout viscerotopic areas of caudal NST and dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, with some fibers in close apposition to NST cells that expressed c-fos immunoreactivity after a nutritive gastric preload (85). Nevertheless, the results are consistent with the finding that forebrain ICV MCH did not modify gastric motor responses (33) and that 4V MCH (4 nM) did not increase 2-h intake of water or rat chow (85), therefore emphasizing the role of forebrain sites of action on sensory/behavioral processes that are not directly related to postigestive feedback processing. Recently, MCH injections into the nucleus accumbens were shown to influence feeding, which raises the possibility that forebrain MCH influences the perceived reward or incentive value of food stimuli (34). This hypothesis is consistent with the finding that 3V MCH enhanced brief-access taste responses for accepted and palatable tastants, but not aversive tastants, and reports that MCH more effectively increases consumption of palatable food (53; see also Ref. 9 for discussion).

Conclusions and Caveats

Ventricle applications of NPY and MCH produce nearly dichotomous patterns of ingestive behavior that are further dissociated based on the locus of stimulation and the type of tastant offered. Consequently, these two peptides appear unlikely to share a final common pathway. It also appears that the influences of NPY on consummatory (intrameal) feeding do not depend on MCH function, since 4V NPY but not 4V MCH increased feeding, and that direct lateral hypothalamic-brain stem MCH projections (79, 85) and visceromotor processes (33) are likely not relevant to the established effects of forebrain MCH treatment on feeding. Stronger support could be provided by the application of MCH antagonists to either the 4V or hindbrain parenchymal sites, applied separately and conjointly with NPY. Furthermore, ICV administration of any compound can never truly mimic the quantitative, spatial, and temporal dynamics of the natural system; therefore, a contribution of hindbrain MCH systems to feeding cannot be completely excluded. It is clear, however, that the ingestive effects elicited by forebrain MCH ICV stimulation are not mediated by direct access of the peptide to the ventricular hindbrain.
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